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While previous structural-covariance studies have advanced understanding of brain 
alterations in Parkinson's disease (PD), brain–behavior relationships have not been 
examined at the individual level. This study investigated the topological organization of 
grey matter (GM) networks, their relation to disease severity, and their potential imaging 
diagnostic value in PD. Fifty four early-stage PD patients and 54 healthy controls (HC) 
underwent structural T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging. GM networks were 
constructed by estimating interregional similarity in the distributions of regional GM 
volume using the Kullback-Leibler divergence measure. Results were analyzed using graph 
theory and network-based statistics (NBS), and the relationship to disease severity was 
assessed. Exploratory support vector machine analyses were conducted to discriminate PD 
patients from HC and different motor subtypes. Compared with HC, GM networks in PD 
showed higher clustering coefficient (P = 0.014) and local efficiency (P = 0.014). Locally, 
nodal centralities in PD were lower in postcentral gyrus and temporal-occipital regions, 
and higher in right superior frontal gyrus and left putamen. NBS analysis revealed 
decreased morphological connections in the sensorimotor and default mode networks, and 
increased connections in the salience and frontoparietal networks in PD. Connection 
matrices and graph-based metrics allowed single-subject classification of PD and HC with 
significant accuracy of 73.1% and 72.7%, respectively, while graph-based metrics allowed 
single-subject classification of tremor-dominant and akinetic–rigid motor subtypes with 
significant accuracy of 67.0%. The topological organization of GM networks was disrupted 
in early-stage PD in a way that suggests greater segregation of information processing. 
There is potential for application to early imaging diagnosis. 
 





Parkinson's disease (PD) is a progressive neurological disorder with a variety of motor 
and non-motor features (Jankovic 2008). The primary pathologic process involves 
disruptions in the nigrostriatal dopamine system, but neuroimaging has demonstrated 
functional and structural abnormalities in multiple brain regions (Weingarten et al. 2015; 
Atkinson-Clement et al. 2017; Pan et al. 2017; Ji et al. 2018). Integrated analysis of the 
whole brain network may provide a more comprehensive understanding of brain 
abnormalities in PD.  
The connectome (Sporns et al. 2005) approach, which models brain anatomy and 
function using graph analysis, characterizes brain anatomy as a complex network of nodes 
and edges from which graph metrics can be calculated to describe network attributes 
(Craddock et al. 2013). The brain has 'small-world' organization (Watts and Strogatz 1998), 
which facilitates the efficient segregation and integration of complex networks with low 
energy and wiring costs (Rubinov and Sporns 2010; Liao et al. 2017). Using noninvasive 
neuroimaging, graph theoretical analysis has revealed PD-related disconnection patterns in 
both functional (Suo et al. 2017; Berman et al. 2016; Sang et al. 2015; Luo et al. 2015; 
Fang et al. 2017; Ma et al. 2017b; Gottlich et al. 2013; Vancea et al. 2019) and structural 
white matter networks (Galantucci et al. 2017; Shah et al. 2017; Kamagata et al. 2018; 
Tinaz et al. 2017; Aarabi et al. 2015; Wen et al. 2017a; Nigro et al. 2016; Abbasi et al. 2018; 
Wen et al. 2017b; Mishra et al. 2020). However, little is known about whether PD disrupts 
the topological organization of grey matter (GM) morphological networks.  
Structural MRI can be used to assess GM networks by calculating interregional 
morphological correlations to form a structural covariance network (Bassett et al. 2008; He 
et al. 2007). Several studies have characterized the brain structural covariance networks in 
PD (Xu et al. 2017; Wu et al. 2018; Xu et al. 2018; Chang et al. 2017; Oosterwijk et al. 
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2018; Chou et al. 2015; Li et al. 2017). Most have used a seed-based analysis to 
characterize specific networks (Chang et al. 2017; Oosterwijk et al. 2018; Chou et al. 2015; 
Li et al. 2017), e.g. striatal and limbic networks. Moreover, in these analyses, structural 
networks were calculated by constructing a single brain network for each group 
(Alexander-Bloch et al. 2013), thus individual networks for each subject could not be 
examined and correlated with clinical variables. Several methods for constructing 
individual morphological networks have been proposed, but have had limitations: for 
example a cube-based method (Tijms et al. 2012) did not allow normalization of GM 
networks, so that the individual subjects’ networks may differ in size, which would 
influence network measures (van Wijk et al. 2010). A relatively new tool, the Kullback-
Leibler divergence-based similarity (KLS) method, has been developed to normalize GM 
networks, constructing them of the same size across subjects (Kong et al. 2014; Kong et al. 
2015; Wang et al. 2016), which has advantages for comparative analyses such as in patient-
control comparisons. Individual metrics could be examined in relation to other patient 
features such as α-synuclein deposits (Khairnar et al. 2017) and motor function. Studies of 
individual morphological networks, as well enhancing understanding of the causes and 
clinical significance of whole-brain GM alterations in PD, may provide a non-invasive 
early-stage in vivo biomarker to guide treatment planning and predict disabilities and long-
term outcome (Knossalla et al. 2018).  
To this end we used KLS to investigate the topological organization of single-subject 
GM networks in early-stage PD. We recruited 54 patients with early-stage PD and 54 
healthy controls (HC). For each subject, a morphological GM network was constructed and 
its topological organization characterized by a graph-based analysis. Given previous group-
based evidence of more regular organized cortical networks in PD (Wu et al. 2018; Xu et 
al. 2017), we hypothesized that single-subject GM networks in early-stage PD would show 
similar disruptions compared with HC, namely higher segregation or lower integration of 
the morphological network. Secondly, as it is alterations in the sensorimotor network which 
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have been most consistently reported in early-stage PD (Tessitore et al. 2014; Luo et al. 
2015; Fang et al. 2017), we hypothesized that early-stage PD patients would show 
disturbed nodal centralities in sensorimotor regions. Third, network alterations would be 
related to levels of motor disability and other clinical features. Moreover, as recent studies 
have suggested that connectome measures have diagnostic value in brain disorders (Lei et 
al. 2019), we hypothesized that GM network matrices and graph-based metrics would 
discriminate PD patients from HC and different motor subtypes at the individual level with 
significant accuracy. 
2. Materials and Methods 
2.1 Participants 
This study was approved by the local ethics committee; all participants gave written 
informed consent. Study patients were consecutively recruited at the Movement Disorders 
Outpatient Clinic of West China Hospital of Sichuan University from September 2013 to 
January 2017. All patients met UK PD Society Brain Bank Clinical Diagnostic Criteria 
(Hughes et al. 1992). Clinical assessments were performed by experienced neurologists 
blinded to MRI results. Motor disability was assessed by the Unified PD Rating Scale 
(UPDRS) III (Goetz et al. 2008) and disease severity by Hoehn and Yahr stage (Hoehn and 
Yahr 1967); diagnostic guidelines in China define those with Hoehn and Yahr stage ≤ 2.5 
as early-stage PD patients (Chen et al. 2016). Cognition was assessed using the Mini-
Mental State Examination (MMSE) (Folstein et al. 1983). Exclusion criteria at recruitment 
included atypical Parkinsonian disorder, prior learning disability, history of other 
neurologic conditions including moderate or severe head injury, stroke or vascular 
dementia, major psychiatric or medical illness, disease duration >3 years, H-Y stage ≥3, 
and MMSE score ˂ 24 . Further details of exclusion criteria and evaluation are described 
in our previous paper (Suo et al. 2017). Finally this study included 54 right-handed early-
stage PD patients (19 men, 35 women). All patients were either drug-naïve (n = 38) or 
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scanned in an ‘off’ state (n = 16) defined as ≥12 hours after the last dose of dopaminergic 
medication. The antiparkinsonian drugs taken were differing combinations of levodopa, 
dopamine agonists and catechol-O-methyl transferase inhibitors. Antiparkinsonian 
medication was withdrawn for the study and all assessments (clinical, neuropsychological 
and neuroimaging) were done while patients were in the off state. Levodopa equivalent 
daily dose (LEDD) was calculated as described elsewhere (Tomlinson et al. 2010). 
We recruited 54 right-handed age- and gender-matched HC participants (18 men, 36 
women) from the local area by poster advertisements. They were excluded if they had any 
neurologic illness, as assessed by clinical evaluation and medical records, or clinically 
evident structural brain defects on T1- or T2-weighted images.  
2.2 Data Acquisition 
High-resolution T1-weighted images covering the whole brain were acquired on a 3T 
MR system (Siemens Medical System, Erlangen, Germany) using a sagittal 3-dimensional 
magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo sequence. Foam padding was used to minimize 
head motion. The scanning parameters were: repetition time 1900 ms; echo time 2.3 ms; 
inversion time 900 ms; slice thickness 1 mm; no inter-slice gap; 176 slices; matrix size 256 
× 256; field of view 24 × 24 cm2; flip angle 9°. Conventional MRI protocols were 
performed with a fast spin-echo sequence for the structural assessment: axial T2-weighted, 
and fluid-attenuated inversion recovery images were obtained. Sequence parameters of 
conventional MRI protocols are described in Supplementary materials. Two neuro-
radiologists verified image quality and evaluated for clinical abnormalities. 
2.3 Data Preprocessing 
The MRI data was preprocessed, as previously described (Kong et al. 2015), using the 
automated quantitative morphological analysis technique of voxel-based morphometry 
(VBM) (Ashburner and Friston 2000) implemented in Statistical Parametric Mapping 
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version 12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12/). The raw MRI data were 
checked manually for any apparent artifacts. The individual structural data were segmented 
to obtain the GM images, which were normalized to MNI 152 space using the 
Diffeomorphic Anatomical Registration Through Exponential Lie Algebra (DARTEL) 
approach (Ashburner 2007), nonlinearly modulated to compensate for spatial 
normalization effects, then smoothed individually with a 6 mm full-width at half-maximum 
Gaussian kernel. To preserve the tissue volume after warping, voxel values in individual 
GM images were modulated by multiplying by the Jacobian determinants derived from the 
normalization. Finally, a GM volume map was obtained for each participant (1.5 mm 
isotropic voxels). 
2.4 Construction of GM Brain Networks  
After preprocessing, the whole brain GM was parcellated into 90 regions of interest 
(ROIs) as nodes using the Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer 
et al. 2002). To construct the morphological GM networks we used the KLS method to 
define interregional morphological relations as edges/connection (Kong et al. 2014). For 
every subject, for each ROI, GM volume values of all the voxels were extracted, their 
probability density function was estimated using kernel density estimation (Wang et al. 
2016), then used to calculate the probability distribution function (PDF). The Kullback–
Leibler (KL) divergence was then calculated between two PDFs of each pair of ROIs. This 
measures the difference between two probability distributions, and equates to the 
information lost when a probability distribution is used to approximate another (Burnham 
and AnderSon 2002). The standard KL divergence from distribution Q to P is calculated 
using: 
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Finally, the KLS was computed as: 
KLS(𝑃, 𝑄) = 𝑒−𝐷𝐾𝐿(𝑃,𝑄) 
where P and Q are two PDFs and n is the number of sample points (n = 27 here, as in (Wang 
et al. 2016)). KLS values between all possible pairs of brain regions range from 0 to 1, 
where 1 is for two identical distributions. Finally, the KLS-based 90×90 weighted 
undirected matrix was generated for every subject. 
2.5 Analysis of GM Brain Networks  
We used the GRETNA (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/gretna/) toolbox to quantify the 
topological properties of the weighted networks. The global metrics included small-world 
parameters (characteristic path length Lp, clustering coefficient Cp, normalized 
characteristic path length λ, normalized clustering coefficient γ, and small-worldness σ), 
and network efficiency parameters (global efficiency Eglob and local efficiency Eloc). The 
nodal metrics included nodal betweenness, nodal degree and nodal efficiency (Rubinov 
and Sporns 2010). To assess small-world properties, the Cp and Lp of the network were 
compared with those (Cprandom and Lprandom) of random networks (n = 100) that preserve the 
same number of nodes, edges, and degree distribution as the real network (Wang et al. 
2015). A real network would be considered small-world if it meets the following criteria: γ 
= Cp/Cprandom >> 1 and λ = Lp/Lprandom ≈ 1.  
Consistent with previous studies (Zhang et al. 2011), we selected a range of sparsity S 
thresholds for the GM morphological network based on the following criteria: 1) the 
averaged degree over all nodes of each thresholded network was larger than 2 × log (90); 
and 2) the small-worldness σ of the thresholded networks was larger than 1.1 for all 
participants. Based on these criteria, we defined S ranging from 0.1 to 0.34. For each 
network metric, we calculated the area under the curve (AUC) over a range of sparsity 
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(0.10-0.34) with an interval step of 0.01, which provides a summarized scalar for 
topological characterization of brain networks to limit potential bias of any single threshold. 
2.6 Statistical Analysis 
Differences in demographic data between PD patients and HC were analyzed with the 
Mann-Whitney U test (age and education years) and chi-square test (gender). Between-
group differences in the AUC of network metrics were compared using nonparametric 
permutation tests (5,000 permutations) (Zhang et al. 2011). For nodal metric analysis, a 
False Discovery Rate (FDR) correction for multiple comparisons was performed to 
maintain a significance level of 0.05. Partial correlations taking age, gender and education 
years as covariates were computed to evaluate relationships between the network metrics 
and clinical variables (e.g. UPDRS-III, Hoehn and Yahr stage and MMSE scores) in PD. 
The network-based statistics (NBS) (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/nbs/) approach was 
used to localize altered morphologic connection in the GM network (Zalesky et al. 2010). 
First, a threshold (P < 0.05) was applied to identify suprathreshold connections, among 
which any connected components and their size (the number of connections) were 
determined. Second, a nonparametric permutation approach was used to derive the 
empirical null distribution of connected component size for estimating the significance of 
each connected component (5,000 permutations). Finally, for a connected component of 
size N found in the real grouping of HC and patients, its corrected p value was determined 
by finding the proportion of the 5,000 permutations for which the maximal connected 
component was larger than N. 
Functional brain network studies have found that different PD motor subtypes have 
distinct small-world characteristics (Zhang et al. 2014; Ma et al. 2017a). We therefore 
explored whether PD motor subtypes also showed morphological network differences. 
2.7 Support Vector Machine (SVM) analysis 
To determine whether morphological network measures can detect early-stage PD at the 
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individual level, SVM analysis was applied to the GM morphological network matrices 
and graph theoretical metrics to classify PD patients vs. HC and tremor-dominant vs. 
akinetic–rigid subtype. The SVM model maps the input vectors to a feature space using a 
set of mathematical functions known as kernels (Cortes and Vapnik 1995). In this feature 
space, the model finds the optimum separation surface that maximizes the margin of 
separation between different classes within a training dataset. Once the separation surface 
is determined, it can be used to predict the class of new observations using an independent 
testing dataset. Here a linear kernel was preferred to a nonlinear one to minimize the risk 
of overfitting. The model was based on LIBSVM and implemented using the Scikit-Learn 
library (Pedregosa et al. 2012). A 5-fold stratified cross-validation was used, dividing the 
original sample into 5 nonoverlapping folds that preserved the relative proportion of the 
two classes. Four folds were defined as training set and the remaining fold as test set in 
each iteration. The linear SVM has only one parameter (soft margin parameter C) that 
controls the trade-off between reducing training errors and having a larger separation 
margin. An internal cross-validation was performed to select the optimal parameter. This 
parameter was optimized by performing a grid search (i.e., C = 10-3, 10-2, 10-1, 100, 101, 
102, 103, 104) to estimate the best value. An SVM model with the optimal parameter was 
trained on the training set. Its performance was assessed on the test set in terms of balanced 
accuracy, specificity, and sensitivity. The reported balanced accuracy, specificity, and 
sensitivity are the mean values calculated on each partition of the cross-validation scheme. 
To estimate the significance for each SVM, a nonparametric permutation test were 
performed to calculate a P value for balanced accuracy (Golland and Fischl 2003). This 
involved repeating the classification procedure 1000 times with different random 
permutations of the group labels. A P value was then calculated by dividing the number of 





3.1 Demographic and Clinical Characteristics 
There were no significant differences in age, gender, or years of education between PD 
patients and HC (P > 0.05) (Table 1). 
3.2 Alterations of Global and Nodal Brain Network Metrics in PD 
Both the PD and HC group showed small-world topology in the GM network (Fig S1 
in Supplementary materials). Compared with HC, PD showed a significantly higher Cp (P 
= 0.014) and Eloc (P = 0.014), with no significant differences in Lp (P = 0.100), γ (P = 0.104), 
λ (P = 0.298), σ (P = 0.098) or Eglob (P = 0.115) (Fig 1, Table S1 in Supplementary 
materials). 
Fig S2 in Supplementary materials show the nodal betweenness, nodal degree and nodal 
efficiency for all 90 cortical regions in HC and PD group. To locate brain regions that were 
consistently identified as hubs, we assigned each node a hub-score (ranged from 0 to 3) 
indicating the frequency with which the node fell within the top 10% nodes across nodal 
centrality metrics. In the HC group, 9 association cortex regions were identified as hub 
regions; in PD group, 8 association cortex and 1 paralimbic cortex regions were identified 
as hub regions (Fig 2, Table S2 in Supplementary materials). In both groups, 8 brain 
regions (bilateral middle and inferior temporal gyrus, bilateral lingual gyrus, right 
supramarginal gyrus and right middle occipital gyrus) were identified as hubs in common. 
These observations are comparable to the putative hubs reported in previous studies of 
morphological brain networks (Wang et al. 2016; He et al. 2007). 
We identified the brain regions showing significant between-group differences in at least 
one nodal metric (P < 0.05, FDR corrected) (Table 2, Fig 2). Compared with HC, PD 
showed higher nodal centralities in the right superior frontal gyrus (orbital part) and left 
putamen; PD showed lower nodal centralities in the left rectus gyrus, bilateral postcentral 
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gyrus, right superior occipital gyrus, and right inferior temporal gyrus.  
3.3 Alterations in Network Connection in PD 
Compared with HC, PD presented both decreased and increased morphological 
connections in the NBS analysis (P ˂ 0.05, NBS corrected). The subnetwork with 
significantly decreased connections consisted of 10 brain regions and 10 edges, mainly 
involved in the default mode network (DMN) and the sensorimotor network (Fig 3A). The 
subnetwork with significantly increased connections contained 9 brain regions and 9 edges, 
mainly involved in the frontoparietal network and the salience network (Fig 3B). 
3.4 Relationships between Network Metrics and Clinical Variables in PD 
UPDRS-III values were negatively correlated with the nodal efficiency of right 
postcentral gyrus (P = 0.021, r = -0.321) and the nodal degree of right postcentral gyrus (P 
= 0.033, r = -0.299); Hoehn and Yahr stage was negatively correlated with the nodal 
efficiency of right postcentral gyrus (P = 0.015, r = -0.340), nodal degree of right 
postcentral gyrus (P = 0.031, r = -0.302), and nodal betweenness of right superior occipital 
gyrus (P = 0.009, r = -0.363) (Fig S3). However, these correlations did not survive multiple 
comparison corrections. No significant association was identified with other network 
metrics or between MMSE score and any network metrics. Excluding two patients with 
symmetric side of onset, the main findings of the correlation analyses were maintained (Fig 
S4).  
Multiple linear regression analysis revealed no significant associations between 
UPDRS-III scores and Hoehn and Yahr stage after correction for multiple comparisons at 
FDR < 0.05 (Table S3). 
3.5 Single-subject Classification of PD patients and HC 
Using graph-based metrics, the mean balanced accuracy of classification of PD patients 
versus HC was 72.7%, with sensitivity 63.6% and specificity 81.8% (P = 0.026). Using 
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GM network matrices, discrimination of PD patients from HC at the single-subject level 
was improved; the mean balanced accuracy was 73.1%, with sensitivity 72.4% and 
specificity 73.8% (P < 0.001). 
To identify brain regions providing greatest contribution to single-subject classification, 
the mean absolute value of the weights of the model across the different folds of the cross-
validation were calculated. The 20 brain regions with the highest mean values are reported 
in Table 3 and shown in Fig 4. It can be seen that most of the brain regions overlap with 
the brain regions showing significant between-group differences in nodal metrics. 
3.6 Brain Network Measures between different PD motor subtypes 
There were no significant differences in the global, nodal or connection characteristics 
between tremor-dominant and akinetic–rigid motor subtypes (P > 0.05), as shown in Table 
S4, The mean balanced accuracy of the two motor subtypes’ classification using GM 
network matrices was close to the chance level (P > 0.05), but using graph-based metrics, 
the mean balanced accuracy of classification of two motor subtypes was 67.0%, with 
sensitivity 50.0% and specificity 84.0% (P = 0.031). The 20 brain regions with the highest 
mean values are reported in Table S5. 
4. Discussion 
This study demonstrated significant alterations, compared to HC, in the topological 
properties of single-subject whole-brain GM networks in early-stage PD. They showed 
higher network segregation, reflected by higher Cp and Eloc, and altered nodal centralities 
in the putamen and temporal-occipital regions. Analysis of individual patient networks 
revealed that nodal centralities in right postcentral gyrus were negatively correlated with 
UPDRS-III scores and Hoehn and Yahr stage. PD showed altered subnetworks, with 
decreased morphological connections in DMN and the sensorimotor network and increased 
connections mainly in frontoparietal and salience networks. Lastly, GM network matrices 
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and graph-based metrics show the potential for allowing single-subject classification of PD 
patients and HC with significant accuracy of 73.1% and 72.7%, while graph-based metrics 
allowed single-subject classification of tremor-dominant and akinetic–rigid motor subtypes 
with significant accuracy of 67.0%. Our findings might provide new insights into the 
understanding of the pathophysiology of PD. 
The neurobiological meaning of morphological similarity networks is not completely 
understood. One possible mechanism driving this level of brain network organization is 
axonal tension theory, which proposes that similarity of regions results during 
morphogenesis from mechanical tension in the axons between them (Van Essen 1997). 
Note that these GM networks cannot be simply taken as a proxy measure for fiber 
connections; morphological similarity may contain specific information (e.g. 
cytoarchitectonic similarity and co-expression of specialized neuronal function genes) 
unrelated to connectivity (Seidlitz et al. 2018), and other factors such as levels of 
neurophysiological activity can drive morphological similarity, regardless of direct white 
matter connections. Healthy human brain cortical morphology is a complex but efficient 
network which balances local specialization and global integration to maximize parallel 
information processing (Wang et al. 2016). However, pathological lesions in PD, e.g. 
misfolded proteins which deposit in cortical GM and induce GM density changes (Khairnar 
et al. 2017; McMillan and Wolk 2016), might impact the morphological similarity of 
different GM regions, and thus disturb the distributed GM morphological network 
architecture. 
In formal terms the brain’s small-world organization strikes an optimal balance between 
network segregation (reflected by Cp, γ and Eloc) and integration (reflected by Lp, λ and 
Eglob) of information processing. Despite an overall small-world architecture similar to HC, 
PD patients showed higher Cp and Eloc, which represent higher segregation of GM networks. 
The network integration measures (Lp, λ and Eglob) of early-stage PD patients were 
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preserved, in contrast to previous findings of longer Lp and lower Eglob in advanced PD 
(Gottlich et al. 2013; Suo et al. 2017). This may mean that PD patients are initially able to 
maintain overall information transfer, but that as the disease progress, brain networks 
gradually fail to maintain global integration. From the perspectives of segregation and 
integration, altered small-world properties in disease can be thought of falling into 4 
patterns: regularization, randomization, and stronger and weaker small-worldization (Suo 
et al. 2018). Taken together, the higher segregation and preserved integration of GM 
networks may indicate a regularization pattern of altered small-world properties in early-
stage PD, which is consistent with the previous findings in structural co-variance networks 
(Wu et al. 2018; Xu et al. 2017) and individual morphological network studies (Zhang et 
al. 2015a).  
At a regional level, higher nodal centralities were observed in the left putamen. In PD, 
the prominent degeneration of dopaminergic nigrostriatal neurons of the substantia nigra 
leads to dopamine deficiency in striatum, especially in the putamen, which is functionally 
interposed between the cortex and thalamus to modulate movement execution. In addition, 
lower nodal centralities in PD were observed in the postcentral gyrus, which were 
negatively correlated with the UPDRS-III scores, similar to our previous functional 
network study finding with a substantially overlapping sample (Suo et al. 2017). In line 
with previous work (Sang et al. 2015; Suo et al. 2017; Luo et al. 2015; Xu et al. 2018), our 
results indicate that the putamen and postcentral gyrus, which are associated with 
sensorimotor dysfunction of PD, may be disrupted at an early stage. Further, our data 
highlight that at a morphological network level, nodal connections of these regions to other 
brain areas may be altered early in the course of disease progression. 
Lower nodal centralities were also found in the superior occipital gyrus and inferior 
temporal gyrus, which comprise the visuoperceptive pathway responsible for 
representation of complex object features and facial perception. Abnormalities of grey 
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matter (Goldman et al. 2014), neuronal activity (Meppelink et al. 2009), and nodal 
centralities (Luo et al. 2015) in temporal-occipital regions have been reported in PD 
patients compared with HC, even before visual symptoms become clinically evident. 
Lower metabolism of the visual cortex was found in a different motor subtype of PD, 
suggesting that PD patients may control their motor symptoms through visual information 
(Hu et al. 2019). Our results suggest that impaired visual processing might occur early, 
before the recognized visuospatial dysfunction in early stage PD patients. 
Our examination of morphological connections of pairs of brain regions using NBS 
tools revealed a subnetwork with decreased morphological connections affecting the DMN 
and the sensorimotor network. It is unsurprising that there are abnormal connections 
associated with sensorimotor network in PD. As for the DMN, which plays a crucial role 
in emotion regulation and cognitive process (Menon 2011), previous studies have found 
disrupted connections not only in PD patients with cognitive deficits (Pereira et al. 2015), 
but also in cognitively unimpaired PD patients (Tessitore et al. 2012). Recent research on 
cognitive impairment in PD reveals that DMN disruption characterizes PD patients, 
regardless of cognitive status, suggesting that DMN may be altered in PD as part of the 
pathological changes associated with PD independently of the development of clinically 
evident mild cognitive decline (Amboni et al. 2015). Notably, our patients were cognitively 
intact as judged by the MMSE score. These data, taken together with previous findings 
(Tessitore et al. 2012; Sandrone and Catani 2013; Suo et al. 2017), suggest that DMN and 
sensorimotor network disruption might be a common feature of PD, perhaps a direct 
consequence of the pathological brain damage in PD. Neurochemically, PD is 
characterized by depletion of an important neurotransmitter, which can be reasonably 
assumed to reflect reduced connectivity of specific connections. In contrast, increased 
morphological connections were observed in PD mainly involving the frontoparietal and 
salience network, which subserve cognitive and executive functions (Menon 2011). Our 
findings are consistent with numerous studies showing greater activation (Caminiti et al. 
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2015; Marie et al. 2007), and increased centrality (Zhang et al. 2015b) and functional 
connectivity (de Schipper et al. 2018; Navalpotro-Gomez et al. 2020) in PD. These 
increases may perhaps reflect cerebral compensation for primary pathophysiological 
changes. Given our patients’ relatively intact neuropsychological abilities, we speculate 
that increased morphological connections in these two networks might be an early 
compensatory mechanism for disease-related deficits, perhaps to maintain cognitive 
performance. This is of course speculative, and more studies are required on this issue. 
Overall, these global, nodal and connection findings support conceptualization of PD as 







𝑖∈𝑁  , n is the number of nodes (n = 90 in our study), ti is the number of 
triangles around a node i, and ki is the number of links connected to a node i known as 
nodal degree (Rubinov and Sporns 2010). The mean Cp for the network hence reflects, on 
average, the prevalence of clustered connectivity around individual nodes, which is 
normalized individually for each node. From the above formula (Rubinov and Sporns 
2010), it can be seen that a decrease of node centrality could lead to the increase of Cp, 
which has been also observed in prior studies (Wu et al. 2018; Nan et al. 2016; Suo et al. 
2015; Zhang et al. 2012). Higher Cp and Eloc, representing a higher local segregation of the 
networks, suggest a shift toward a topological pattern of regularization. Although the 
biological mechanisms of the shift remain unclear, the regular pattern has been shown to 
reduce signal propagation speed and synchronizability across distant regions compared 
with small-world networks (Strogatz 2001). On examination of the PD-related network, a 
considerable proportion of the increased connections are short-range (i.e. cortical-
subcortical connections), whereas decreased connections were mainly long-range (i.e. 
different cortex connections, especially between the frontal and temporal cortex, and the 
frontal and parietal cortex). The abnormalities in the short-range connections might be the 
predominant contributors to the segregation alterations of topological organization (He et 
al. 2009), which have been observed in other neurodegenerative diseases such as 
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amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Zhang et al. 2019). The network connections identified in 
PD patients by NBS comprised mainly regions that overlap spatially the regions with 
altered nodal centralities, which are directly related to the whole-brain global network 
topology. Taken together, these topological alterations at different levels reflect the 
deficient transmission of information, and are related to disability in PD through its 
influence on sensorimotor coordination. 
Consistent with our third hypothesis, the accuracy of classification of PD vs. HC was 
73.1% and 72.7% using network matrices and graph-based metrics, respectively. Our 
recent study of schizophrenia also found that connectome-wide matrices allowed single-
subject classification of patients and controls with high accuracy (average: 81%) (Lei et al. 
2019). Moreover, brain regions showing between-group difference in nodal metrics we 
observed overlapped with most of the top 20 brain regions providing the greatest 
contribution to the classification: among them were the above-mentioned sensorimotor and 
visual regions. Therefore, the current results provide support for the view that brain 
networks based on structural MRI might have potential diagnostic value for PD. Moreover, 
although the accuracy of classification of tremor-dominant vs. akinetic-rigid subtypes was 
67.0%, this does suggest that graph-based metrics might help to differentiate different 
subtypes of PD patients. It is important to acknowledge that, at present, neuroimaging is 
still far from becoming a tool used in the day-to-day clinical practice. This is because there 
is still insufficient evidence that such methodology could reliably support diagnostic and 
prognostic evaluations. Nevertheless the present study enhance current understanding of 
network-level abnormalities in PD, which in turn could inform the development of 
diagnostic and prognostic imaging-based markers in the future. 
Our study has several limitations. First, further studies will be needed to determine 
whether these altered network patterns can be replicated, and whether they change with 
disease progression and treatment. Second, there is no widely accepted optimal approach 
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for defining nodes and edges. We used the AAL 90 template regions as nodes and 
interregional similarity in the distributions of regional GM volume as edges, but other node 
definitions and surface-based morphological measures (such as cortical thickness or 
surface area) could also be used to calculate network metrics. Anatomical boundaries in 
the AAL template may not necessarily match functional boundaries, and nodes could be 
defined functionally rather than anatomically. A systematic comparison of parcellation 
methods found none that optimally addressed all challenges (Arslan et al. 2018), and 
method development research is ongoing. As most work has used the AAL template, we 
made that methodologically conservative choice to facilitate literature comparison. Future 
research should validate and extend our observations across multiple resolutions, using 
different templates and approaches for combining nodes into networks. Third, although the 
patients in this study were restricted to the early stage, their heterogeneity may have 
influenced the network topology. Future studies with a more homogeneous sample might 
refine our conclusions. Our subgroup analysis showed no significant difference between 
motor subtypes, and this factor is unlikely to explain the observed differences of GM 
morphological networks. However, non-motor symptoms such as psychiatric symptoms 
were not evaluated. Fourth, we used MMSE to exclude global cognitive impairment or 
dementia. There are more sensitive neuropsychological tests that could provide a more 
precise characterization of the relationship of cognitive symptoms to network changes early 
in PD. Future studies will delineate specific subtype-related brain network reorganization 
following a detailed assessment of cognitive and affective symptoms. Fifth, the results of 
correlation analyses between network metrics and clinical variables in PD patients did not 
survive multiple comparison corrections, and should be considered exploratory. To 
increase statistical power, future studies must be conducted using a larger sample of PD 
patients with strict inclusion and criteria. Finally, available connectome studies are 
restricted to the macroscopic scale and do not provide information on the functionally 
important microscopic dimension. In research using the ultrahigh-resolution brain model 
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BigBrain (Amunts et al. 2013) to construct a brain network, the similarity of regional 
distribution in microscopic data may be a concise and meaningful measure of connections 
at an almost cellular level. Thus, it would be interesting to explore underlying patterns 
further by combining microscopic scale techniques from the perspective of complex 
networks. 
In conclusion, the use of single-subject GM networks may extend previous group-level 
morphological brain network analyses by showing their relation to disease severity and 
their potential diagnostic value, and providing a potential structural basis for the functional 
alterations observed in our previous work with an overlapping patient sample (Suo et al. 
2017). PD was characterized by sub-optimal topological organization of GM networks, 
reflected in higher network segregation at an early stage of illness, suggesting how GM 
networks might contribute to imaging evidence for the classification of individual PD 
patients. These results demonstrate the potential of graph theoretical measures of the brain 
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Table 1. Demographics and clinical characteristics of patients with early-stage Parkinson's 
disease and healthy controls. 
 HC (n=54) PD (n=54) P 
Age (y) 55.9±6.7  56.0±7.2  0.658a 
Gender (female/male) 36/18 35/19 0.845b 
Education (y) 9.3±3.3  9.0±3.6  0.776a 
Disease duration (y) NA 1.5±0.9  NA 
UPDRS III score NA 17.4±9.0  NA 
MMSE score NA 27.9±1.9  NA 
Hoehn and Yahr stage NA 1.6±0.5  NA 
Age at onset (y) NA 54.5±7.3 NA 
Side of onset (left/right/symmetric) NA 24/28/2 NA 
Motor phenotype (T/A/M) NA 25/17/12 NA 
Levodopa equivalent daily dose NA 129.4±243.1 NA 
Measurements presented as mean ± SD or counts.                                                                  
a P values for comparisons between PD and HC using Mann-Whitney U test. 
b P value for comparison using chi-squared test.  
Abbreviations: PD, Parkinson's disease; HC, healthy controls; y, years; T, tremor-dominant; 
A, akinetic–rigid; M, mixed; UPDRS, Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale; MMSE, 
Mini–Mental State Examination; NA, not applicable.  
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Table 2. Regions showing altered nodal centralities in patients with early-stage 
Parkinson’s disease compared with healthy controls.  








Parkinson’s disease < Healthy controls    
Left gyrus rectus 0.0164 (-0.384) 0.0002 (-0.787) 0.0002 (-0.787) 
Right superior occipital gyrus  0.0026 (-0.556) 0.0990 (-0.247) 0.1320 (-0.214) 
Left postcentral gyrus  0.1250 (0.229) 0.0026 (-0.558) 0.0012 (-0.568) 
Right postcentral gyrus 0.1348 (0.220) 0.0024 (-0.573) 0.0022 (-0.589) 
Right inferior temporal gyrus 0.1856 (-0.177) 0.0024 (-0.561) 0.0016 (-0.575) 
Parkinson’s disease > Healthy controls    
Right superior frontal gyrus, orbital part 0.0780 (0.271) 0.0004 (0.675) 0.0004 (0.653) 
Left putamen 0.0056 (0.477) 0.0024 (0.591) 0.0004 (0.625) 
Regions were considered abnormal in patients if they exhibited significant between-group 




Table 3. Top 20 most relevant brain regions for the classification analysis of patients and 
controls. 
No. Regions Abbreviations 
1 Right paracentral lobule PCL.R 
2 Left Heschl gyrus HES.L 
3 Left gyrus rectus REC.L 
4 Left anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri ACG.L 
5 Right rolandic operculum ROL.R 
6 Right superior frontal gyrus, medial orbital ORBsupmed.R 
7 Left fusiform gyrus FFG.L 
8 Left olfactory cortex OLF.L 
9 Right calcarine fissure and surrounding cortex CAL.R 
10 Right inferior temporal gyrus ITG.R 
11 Right inferior frontal gyrus, opercular part IFGoperc.R 
12 Right posterior cingulate gyrus PCG.R 
13 Left postcentral gyrus PoCG.L 
14 Left angular gyrus ANG.L 
15 Right gyrus rectus REC.L 
16 Left rolandic operculum ROL.L 
17 Left precentral gyrus PreCG.L 
18 Left lenticular nucleus, putamen  PUT.L 
19 Left superior parietal gyrus SPG.L 
20 Left cuneus CUN.L 
All the brain regions are from automated anatomical labelling atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et 




Fig 1. Differences in global topological properties of the brain grey matter network 
between PD and HC. Cp and Eloc were significantly different between the two groups. An 
asterisk designates network metrics with a significant difference (P < 0.05). Abbreviations: 
PD, Parkinson’s disease; HC, healthy control; Cp, clustering coefficient; Lp, characteristic 
path length; Eglob, global efficiency; Eloc, local efficiency; γ, normalized clustering 
coefficient; λ, normalized characteristic path length; σ, small-worldness. 
Fig 2. Hub regions in each group and nodal centrality differences between PD and HC. 
Brain regions with the highest nodal centralities (top 10%) were defined as hubs in each 
group and were presented in purple. Significantly lower nodal centralities in PD compared 
with HC were presented in blue and higher nodal centralities in red. The nodes were 
mapped onto the cortical surfaces by using the BrainNet Viewer package 
(http://www.nitrc.org/projects/bnv). Abbreviations: L, left; R, right; IFGtriang, inferior 
frontal gyrus, triangular part; ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; LING, lingual gyrus; MOG, 
middle occipital gyrus; MTG, middle temporal gyrus; ORBinf, inferior frontal gyrus, 
orbital part; ORBsup, superior frontal gyrus, orbital part; PCUN, precuneus; PoCG, 
postcentral gyrus; PUT, putamen; REC, gyrus rectus; SMG, supramarginal gyrus; SOG, 
superior occipital gyrus; SPG, superior parietal gyrus; TPOmid, temporal pole: middle 
temporal gyrus; TPOsup, temporal pole: superior temporal gyrus. 
Fig 3. PD-related alterations in network connection. Each node denotes a brain region and 
each line a connection. Significantly decreased connections in PD compared with HC is 
presented in blue and increased connections in red. Associations of these nodes with 
specific brain networks are shown in different color, sensorimotor network (in yellow), 
default mode network (in green), salience network (in orange), and frontoparietal network 
(in pink). Abbreviations: L, left; R, right; ORBsup, superior frontal gyrus, orbital part; 
ORBinf, inferior frontal gyrus, orbital part; SFGmed, superior frontal gyrus, medial; SMA, 
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supplementary motor area; REC, rectus gyrus; INS, insula; ACG, anterior cingulate gyrus; 
HIP, hippocampus; PoCG, postcentral gyrus; SPG, superior parietal gyrus; PUT, putamen; 
PAL, palladium; HES, Heschl gyrus; STG, superior temporal gyrus.  
Fig 4. Twenty brain regions making the greatest contribution to single-subject 
classification of PD vs. HC. The nodes were mapped onto the cortical surfaces by using 
the BrainNet Viewer package (http://www.nitrc.org/projects/bnv). Abbreviations: PD, 
Parkinson’s disease; HC, healthy control; L, left; R, right; ACG, anterior cingulate and 
paracingulate gyri; ANG, angular gyrus; CAL, calcarine fissure and surrounding cortex; 
CUN, cuneus; FFG, fusiform gyrus; HES, Heschl gyrus; IFGoperc, inferior frontal gyrus, 
opercular part; ITG, inferior temporal gyrus; OLF, olfactory cortex; ORBsupmed, superior 
frontal gyrus, medial orbital; PCG, posterior cingulate gyrus; PCL, paracentral lobule; 
PoCG, postcentral gyrus; PreCG, precentral gyrus; PUT, putamen; REC, gyrus rectus; 
ROL, Rolandic operculum; SPG, superior parietal gyrus. 
 
 
